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FENDER MAT

Low water absorption, high elasticity, 
more than 90 % resilience and a specially 
finished surface.

Easy to install, fits on all dirt bikes.

- Fender mat set includes mats for front and rear fenders.
- Fender mat keeps your bike lighter in muddy race.
- Easy to install with adhesive back.
- Provides better control by minimizing mud accumulation.
- No need to change suspension ratio because of minimal weight gain.
- Fender mat is very light weight and does not affect motorcycle weight.
- Used by Team HRC, Team SUZUKI, and the Kawasaki Racing Team to get 
   the best race performance result in muddy conditions.

Mat size
Front : 220 mm x 980 mm, Rear : 280 mm x 800 mm

After a 30 minute ride in muddy conditions, bikes 
have 23 kgs weight  difference in production tests.

- Universal mat to prevent sticking mud.
- Easy to install anywhere with the adhesive back.
- Usable on the frame, front fork, swing arm, radiator 
  shroud, upper side of fenders, hand guards, inside
  of side panel, helmet and more.
- Available in natural white and dark gray.

Mat size
30 cm x 50 cm
30 cm x 50 cm

Color
Natural White
Dark Gray

- Special triangular shape prevents sticking mud and fits 
  on the front side of the front fork, frame, swing arms 
  and brake caliper upper side body. 
- Comes with 2 triangle mats. Both with adhesive tapes. 

Mat size
50 cm  2 pk

Color
Dark Gray

- Wrap special foam around foot rest movement area
  to prevent mud getting into this area.
- Keep your step in the right place during muddy race. 
- Easy to install, just stick it on your step. 
- comes in a pair.

- Special foamed back ground for front number plate
  at muddy race. 
- For the best effect, use with MUDOFF URETHANE
  NUMBERS.
- Comes in one back ground per pack.
- Back ground size : 30 cm x 33 cm

Color
Red
Black
Blue

Color
Yellow
White
Green

SLANT STANDARD 

S size : H 14 cm  L size : H 18 cmSLANT part number

- Prevents mud from sticking on the radiator louvers
  and keeps the radiator cool in a muddy race.
- Provides maximum cooling, and keeps mud and 
  rocks out during a muddy race.
- Easy to install with enclosed zip ties. 
- Comes in pairs with zip ties.

Color
Dark Gray

STANDARD part number S size : H 14 cm  L size : H 18 cm

- Special urethane foam numbers prevent mud sticking
  and keep your number viewable during a muddy race. 
- Standard and slanted numbers are available.
- For the best effect, use with MUDOFF BACK GROUND.
- One number per pack.

Color
Dark Gray

TRIANGLE MAT

FREE MAT

BACK GROUND URETHANE NUMBERS

FOOTREST MAT

RADIATOR FOAM

Installed FENDER MAT Not Installed

Part number
MD58-2001

Part number
MD58-1300

Part number
MD58-0005

Part number
MD50-0001
MD50-0002
MD50-0003

Part number
MD50-0004
MD50-0005
MD50-0006

Part number
MD58-1001
MD58-1002

Part number
MD58-1200

Number Color ( size )
Black ( L ) White ( L ) Black ( S ) White ( S )

#0 MD50-0100 MD50-0200 MD50-0300 MD50-0400
#1 MD50-0101 MD50-0201 MD50-0301 MD50-0401
#2 MD50-0102 MD50-0202 MD50-0302 MD50-0402
#3 MD50-0103 MD50-0203 MD50-0303 MD50-0403
#4 MD50-0104 MD50-0204 MD50-0304 MD50-0404
#5 MD50-0105 MD50-0205 MD50-0305 MD50-0405
#6 MD50-0106 MD50-0206 MD50-0306 MD50-0406
#7 MD50-0107 MD50-0207 MD50-0307 MD50-0407
#8 MD50-0108 MD50-0208 MD50-0308 MD50-0408
#9 MD50-0109 MD50-0209 MD50-0309 MD50-0409

Number Color ( size )
Black ( L ) White ( L ) Black ( S ) White ( S )

#0 MD50-0500 MD50-0600 MD50-0700 MD50-0800
#1 MD50-0501 MD50-0601 MD50-0701 MD50-0801
#2 MD50-0502 MD50-0602 MD50-0702 MD50-0802
#3 MD50-0503 MD50-0603 MD50-0703 MD50-0803
#4 MD50-0504 MD50-0604 MD50-0704 MD50-0804
#5 MD50-0505 MD50-0605 MD50-0705 MD50-0805
#6 MD50-0506 MD50-0606 MD50-0706 MD50-0806
#7 MD50-0507 MD50-0607 MD50-0707 MD50-0807
#8 MD50-0508 MD50-0608 MD50-0708 MD50-0808
#9 MD50-0509 MD50-0609 MD50-0709 MD50-0809




